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1. Introduction

Micro-electro-mechanical structures, MEMS, are

now developed with a number of electronic compo-

nents such as filters and impedance matching circuits,

or even whole circuits such a amplifiers and analogue–

digital transformers, since the use of a membrane re-

duces the losses and thus increases the quality factors

as required for closely packed multi-channel communi-

cation systems [1]. It is notable that there are a number

of electronic MEMS circuits where various quantum

electronic structures can be usefully incorporated. A

typical example is the use of a quantum cascade struc-

ture for charge transit effects, such as employed for IM-

PATT oscillators, or for the recently proposed charge

swing for harmonic extraction [2]. In such cases the

charge is transferred via a quantum cascade of a series

of 2DEG electronic resonators (see Fig. 1) as has been

originally introduced for quantum cascade lasers [3].

By bending a MEMS bridge or cantilever, which car-

ries such a succession of quantum resonance structures,

it is possible to change the width of the heterostructure

resonance valley so that the electronic resonance state

occurs at a slightly different energy level. This enables

one to affect the electronic charge transfer so that ei-

ther the current amplitude or the charge transfer time
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Fig. 1. Each electron resonance level is designed to be at an ap-

propriate level by gap width selection to ensure electron transfer

for given applied or internal field. Transfer efficiency and speed is

affected by MEMS operation.

is modulated [4]. For a number of MEMS structures

with such quantum components involved, this gives the

possibility of a fine adjustment of operation.

2. Material bending affecting quantum structures

When a cantilever is bent upwards, the material is

compressed in the upper part along the cantilever and

extended transverse to the cantilever direction. The op-

posite effects occur in the lower part of the cantilever.
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Fig. 2. Effect of strain: band splitting and the removal of degener-

acy in heavy and light hole subbands at k = 0 due to strain caused

by lattice mismatch in a hetero-epitaxial system. δEH is a hydro-

static component, δEU is uniaxial component.

If in one of these parts now the quantum structures are

introduced by epitaxial growth, they are either com-

pressed or extended. Whereas a cantilever is typically

one or two micron thick and several micron wide, the

quantum cascade would be 100 nanometre thick only.

The change of the resonant valley widths affects the

electron wave resonant level. For example, if a layer

sequence is epitaxially introduced onto the upper sur-

face of the cantilever so that 2DEG resonant structures

are formed as used for quantum cascade lasers, the res-

onant levels are lowered. Such a lowering then leads to

a reduction of the electron current flow when a voltage

is applied across the cascade structure. An estimate of

the material displacement can lead to an extension of

around 5%, and correspondingly the resonance level is

changed by roughly 5%. This can in fact lead even to a

complete interruption of current.

There are also other effects possible to change a

current flow. For example, the valence band details

are strongly affected by compression or extension of

the semiconducting material (Fig. 2) so that a current

across quantum wells can be interrupted in p-type ma-

terial.

It is quite easily possible to design hetero-epitaxial

sandwiches with small lattice mismatches so that in-

built strains can enhance or orientate the modulation

of the quantum well widths in the desired manner (see

Fig. 3). Small mismatches can be easily grown epitax-

ially.

If for example a mismatched layer is grown under

the quantum well cascade so that it is compressed with-

out bending the MEMS cantilever (i. e. the lattice con-

stant of an intermediate layer is larger than that of the

cascade sandwich), the bending upwards will widen the

quantum wells over a larger bending radius.

There exists a large range of design possibilities with

such internal mismatch strain.

3. Discussion of device applications

Such a current modulation by the bending of a can-

tilever or other MEMS structures can be used for a

number of components. First, there are acoustic res-

onators for time keeping [5] such as watches or mobile

communication units, where the motion of a mass is

identified for example by capacitive or inductive fields.

If the support bridge, acting as a spring, carries now a

quantum cascade current, this can be modulated by the

motion of the resonating mass structure.

Another application would be an acceleration sen-

sor, where again a mass structure is affected by

Fig. 3. Demonstration of inbuilt strain by bending of a MEMS surface.
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acceleration as experienced in motor cars when a crash

needs to lead to a release of the air bags. So far this has

also been made usually capacitively.

A third application would be the signal current of

a filter going across a quantum cascade, which repre-

sents a MEMS-adjustable resistance. The resonance

frequency can thus be slightly changed by the MEMS-

modified current flow. In this way fine tuning of filter

performance can be achieved.

There are a number of further device possibilities

where such modifications of quantum cascade currents

can be used, where quantum cascading could be made

of 2DEG, 1DEG, or 0DEG structures with good cou-

pling. The tunnelling effect gives also slightly different

charge transit times, depending on the tunnelling dis-

tance. Again, this can be useful for various electronic

applications.

4. Conclusions

By using quantum cascade concepts for those parts

of a MEMS where material is strongly compressed or

extended, the cascade current can be modulated then.

This enables one to consider a number of interesting

applications in the field of RF MEMS.
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KVANTINĖS ELEKTRONIKOS DARINIŲ ĮTERPIMAS Į MEMS PRIETAISUS
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Santrauka

Mikroelektromechaninių darinių prietaisuose siūloma panaudoti

kvantinės elektronikos darinius, nurodomos tokių prietaisų pritai-

kymo galimybės.


